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DESTINATION: HEALTHY DIET 

The general opinion survey coneerning diet, food selection and weight 
changes, was successful in getting a range of various responses. The purpose 
of this brief editorial is simply to wrap up a few of the more interesting 
opinions and report what most of the responses implied. To begin with, diet 
is a subject most people can talk freely about which may not always be the 
casé in other areas; most people that is, unless it is a prob'em. Perhaps 
most of the people who did make some effort to contribute in this area for 
CUE need a special handshake for accepting an invitation to make their views 
known concerning the question, "What effect, if any, has your hospitalization 
had on your diet?" 

Generally speaking, the younger set indicated a larger Pluxuation of weight 
loss and gain. This was contrasted with the older people having less change 
in their weight distribution over an extended period of time. This could 
once again be due to a more established routine concerning eating habits 
especially since exercise im a factor also! 

In conclusion, it appears that most people did not have to struggle very 
much to think of what to say concerning a very important part of their life, 
whatever they may be doing in the world of work, or wherever they may be 
situated; diet! Proportionaliy, one's diet may influence how he feels, thinks 
and behaves for a good share of the day. It is a subject of immeasurable 
conecérn. In another way, our diet may not in any way affect our weight, but 
there are stil’ important changes occurring. For example, having weight 
distributed proportionaliy, or in the proper places has much to do with diet 
as well as activity and exercise. If one were to be on a ten week diet, he 
might imaginehimself teking a ten week mountain climbing adventure, especia’ly 
if having to lose weight during this time. He might visually think in terms 
of a gross of egg plants being reduced by ten per cent. ‘This compared to 
his weight alone would mean that he would have to have the weight of fif- 
teen egg plants less after eight weeks if they weighed a pound each. Probably 
he would attempt to stabilize his weight pattern the remaining two weeks. 
The hospital seems to be cooperating with the effort toward better weight 
control and genersl matters toward a f exible program. 

CUE EDITURIAL STAFF 

Adviser: 
Chuck Lemieux
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WHAT EFFECT, IF ANY, HAS HUSPITALI~ I think the food is pretty good here 
ZATIWN HAD UN _YCUR DIET, : because I don't gain weight or lose 

weight. « st) 

The food provided isn't enough, I like the food but it causes me te 
(Anonymous) gain weight. (ih ‘ v«i) 

I got real fat at first but now I'm on The feod is as g00d as one could ex- 
a diet and feel fine, pect in such a large hospital. It 

(Anonymous ) could be less grersy and less starchy 
though. (Anonymous) 

The food is alright. It's better than 

jail food. The bakery is super fan- The food is good and auite ample to 
tastic because rer Pe meet my needs, Ce eh) 

I find the food plentiful and whole- 
The food is good. TI have no ick. some. C 1g (sone e 

I found that I easily gain weight on 
The food is very fattening. I've been this particular diet. Perhaps a bet- 
putting on weight. Some is good, some ter selection with greater variety 
poor and some rotten. ) could be offered. (4nonymous) 

Too much food is available for the a- 
There's toOmuch. I've gained weight. mount of exercise one gets, This is 

(Anonymous) why many of us gain weight. 
(Anonymous) 

As far as I know, there has been no 
change. (Anonymous) Here at the hospital I am eating 3 

souares a day. I gained from 10 - 15 
No complaints except there should be pounds immediately but now have le- 
more fruit. (Anonynous) veled off, (Anonymous) 

The meals have caused me to gain a I cat better at home. Here there is 
little weight. The food is a little less to eat with no seconds. And then 
too starchy, but overall it is below after ameal a truck load is thrown 
average. I do understand that there out, (Anonymous) 
are many patients and the state can't 
afford bettcr meals, For the most part I am dissatisfied 

( a) : with the food here. The chicken and 
turkey are good and should be served 

The food has made me gain weight end I more often, The other meats are usu- 
need all the weight I can get. ally fatty. (Anonymous) 

1 Ee] 

I've found that I have absolutely no 
I think.the food could be improved a problem controlling my weight since 
lot over what we ae ose getting. entering the hospital. (Anonymous) 

C.J.S. 
I would like to take this opportunity 

tats off to the Food Department. Lt to comment on the fine job that the 
think the food served at this hospital hospital focd service staff is doing. 
is excellent and that's exactly what Especially when you consider the num- 
I tell any of my fellow patients who ber of people who are on special 
I might overhear complaining about it. diets. Since I entered the hospital 

(Anonymous) I have lost five pounds so far. My 
husband says that I look much better, 

Tre food in general is pretty good but Cinonymons) 
starchy and fattening. I think it Since T eutered the hospital I have 
would be more nutritional if more veg- been on a diet. I never dieted at 
etables, salads and fruits were of- home. 

fered, (Student Nurse ) (Anonymous)
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Many patients have some questions ean not be contro}:ed. by aspirin or 
about dental care while in the hospit- antibiotics, the dentist is ca’ied. 
al. Therefore, Dr. Frey has answered 
questions garnered from patient inter- @uestion. D» you cap teeth and is 
views. : this method expensive? 

Question. Does a patient get called Answer. Yes, teeth are recapped, 
automatically, after initial examina- if the situation warrants. The proces 
tion of teeth and gums, for needed dure is seldom more expensive than any 
cental work? ‘ther major dental procedure. 

Answer. General'y, no, with the Question. If a bridge is necessary, 
following exceptions. (A) If there is how long does it take t> make and fit 
evidence of infection or pain. (D) If one? 
patient's stay at the hospitel will ex- 
ceed six months. Answer. Two weeks, 

Question. Can anything be done to Question. Does the time e patient 
correct teeth malformation? spends at the hospital make any dif- 

ference if dental work bas to be done? 
Answer. Preventive orthoddontics is 

done for adolescent patients. If a- Answer. Yes. The type of commit- 
adults need similar service, it can be ment and length of stay are determin- 
done privately. ing factors. 

Question. My dentures are loose. Question. If I make a dental ap- 
How can I get them to fit better? pointment on my ward, how long wil’ it 

take to be called? At present, it hes 
Answer. If possible, return to the been two weeks since I asked at the 

dentist who constructed the dentures. nurses' station. 
He has the important records, and can 
outline a satisfactory procedure. If Answer. If pain is present, prompt 
they may be evaluated for this service treatment is aveilabie. A consulte- 
which is dependent on the type of com- tion slip is necessary for a routine 
mitment and length of stay at the hos- evaluation, and these are processed 

pital. Important: do not use relining almost immediate’y. If there has been 
material purchased in drug stores. e delay, check to make certain a con- 
Improper use harms the ridges, and fu- ‘ sultation siip has been submitted to 
ture proper fit can not be assured. the dentist. 

Question. I need dentures, but do Qnestion. Do you pul’ a tooth that 
not have money to pay for them. Does is abscessca? 
the state pay for the denturcs? 

Answer. Yes, in combination with 
Answer. Need for dentures are e- antibiotic therapy. 

valuated and provided dependent on 

length of stay and type of commitment. Question. If I suffer a toothache, 
wil I be called the same day for 

Question. Are X-rays taken before treatment? 
teeth are extracted? Are X-rays ever 

taken before teeth are filled? Answer. Yes, 

' énswer. Yes, to both questions. Question. If I iose a filling, hw 
-long will it be before I am cal’ed to 

Question. What do Ido if I get a the dental clinic? 

toothache during the night? 

Answer. This depends upon the a- 
Answer. The situation should be mount of discomfort; nevertheless, it 

reported to the nurse who will contact will be within two days. 
the physician on duty. If the ache - 

Question. If my teeth need clean~ 

(Gsntinued on page 5)



What You Should Know (Continued) Question. Can an abscessed tooth 
cause arthritis? 

ing, do I make my request on the ward? 

Answer. An abscessed tooth can be 
Answer. Yes, but not every one af@-' ows. g contributing factor. 

mitted can have their teeth cleaned. 

Question. What makes an abscess? 
. Question. Should I use a fluoride ao 
dentifrice? I am 30 years old; how Answer. Dental caries--decayed — 
often should I brush my teeth? teeth. 

Answer. Fluoride toothpasted can be If you would like to have Dr. Frey 
used at any time. Teeth should be °°. -:. talk to your ward group, ask him to 
cleaned after each meal and before re- attend. He wil. be pleased to give 
tiring for the night. you instruction on the proper care of 

teeth and preventive measures t> main- 
Question. Can a person damage his tain healthy teeth. 

gums by brushing up and down? 

Clifford A. Frey, D.D.S. 
Answer. Yes, if to. stiff a brush 

is used. ee . 

Question. Should I use a paste or L E T T- E RS ~ 
powdered dentrifice? —— 

Answer. Brushing one's teeth is What is love? That is a very good 
@ most important procedure. Whether question to ask a student nurse. 
paste or powder is used is immaterial. I am not here to sell you on becom- 
However, fluoride toothpaste is indi- ing @ nurse, but I am here to say some- 
cated for young people. thing on the good jib they are doing for 

us the patients at WSH. 
‘ Questions Can I brush my teeth Student nurses are almost like your 
with ordinary beking soda, and is girl friends or you might say they take 
there any harm by doing this? the place of one's girl friends. 

7. They do so much for us that I think 
Answer. Prolonged use of beking that we should do a little something for 

soda is not recommended. them. 
Remember they don't come here for al? 

Question. Should a person rinse fun and games like we do and their job is 
his mouth after eating? not that easy. To my fellow patients 

remember do something good for a student 
: Answer. If teeth can't be brushed “- furse sometime. , . 
after a meal, rinsing is good. Anonymous 

XXXKXXXXXXKXXKXXKXXKXXXX 
Question. Does the regular use of Our Daily Diet 

dental floss harm the gums? / 

The waste of food in the cafeteria 
Answer. Proper use of dental floss is bad, downright sinful at times. This 

is advocated, but patients should have was recent!y brought to light by a pat- 
instructions in its proper use by a ient who clears off trays at a dish- 
dentist. washer. 

Question. Does an acid condition One solution to this prob'em would 
result in the mouth when a person has be for a patient to teke only the food 
both goid and silver fillings? I was he can eat. If this were done willful 
told that I had galvanism resulting waste wou'd be eliminated. It is un- 
from such fillings. How can this con- derstandable that the problem can not 
dition be corrected? be wiped out completely; however, if 

. this action were teken, it. would be 
Answer. Either all gold or all a- lessened to a greater degree. 

malgam would correct the condition. 

anonymous 

Question. What are the more common 
types of diseases of the mouth, and do eo ee K HF 
you treat these at the dental clinic? . 

Answer. The most common type of © +... THE CUE NEEDS YOU $ . 
disease is dental caries; the other is 
gingivitis. These conditions are then 
treated at the dental clinic.
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NO CAUSE FOR ALARM NEW BOOKS 

There was once a man who owned a large The Tunnel Back: Synanon 
chicken farm that he guarded with his 616.86 YAB Yabionsky, Lewis 
life. 

Early one morning, he heard an un- A penetrating Look at a community 
usual ~umpus in the chicken coop, so ke of ex-drug addicts who help one anoth- 
ran ou t with his shotgun in hand. er through the exhausting experience 

"Come out immediately, whoever y>u of withdrawa. and rehabilitation by 
are he shouted. But no one did, so the using radical "heircutting" sessions 
man angrily started to count to ten, in which members of the community 
when he explaised, "If you don't come out probe their prob’ems with savage can- 
I'll shoot every blasted thing in this dor. 
coop; one, two, three..." His alarm was : 
then interrupted by a weak voice crying Young People and Drugs: Cain, Arthur 
out. "There's no one here, honestiy, 613.8 Cai 
except us chickens, please don't shoot, 

Drug use is probably the most im- 
Did you know that at the age of portant social pitfai! faced by young 

seventy-five there are 18 percent more People today: not ony are mind drugs 
women then men? But at that age, who themselves a possible threat to menta’ 
cares? end physical health, but their use hes 

evolved into a cult which holds a mor- 
Youngsters don't seem to realize that bid fascination for young men and wo- 

it is just a matter of time until men. Dr, Cain is not a moralizer; he 
every young kid winds up as an 014d writes directly to young people in 
goat. plain English about the facts of mind 

drug use and what each aiternative en- 
The way we figure, the difficult teils - including the alternative en- 

age is when you're too tired to work eying life to the ful’est without drugs. 
and too poor to quit. 

A’ coho’ ism: its Facets and Phases 

FACT; It's never too late to mend, 616.86 Bo Biock, Marvin 
because the older we get the more re-~ 
pairs we need. This book is intended as a source 

of help for those who seek informa- 
You can figure your youth is gone tion on the subject of alcoholism. It 

beyond all doubt when you've got the is written in simple, non-technical 

money to burn, but the fire's gone out, language, easily understood by any>ne 
who is concerned personably >r profes- 

Most of us start out when we're too kicneably with the care and treatment 

young to fimd the pot at the end of the Of the alcoholic, and with the pre- 
rainbow, but as the years advance, all vention of alcoh>lism. This is pro- 
we've found is the pot. bably the most complete book dealing 

with the problems of a'tcoholism ever 

Many a girl becomes blue at the pubj.ished. 
5 i 2 

Berek Eiko std Eat Guidebook for Aleohvics: How to 
At sixteen we think on!y of fortunes; Succeed Without Drinking 

ateixty we think only of pensions. 157-6" We Weston, Drake 

. : ase arty. This book is written by an arrest- 

the arny isn't. than elght years ago and has no 

desire to resume drinking. His pur- 

pose is to help other alcoholise by 

showing ihem how they too can stop 

drinking. .
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EQUALITY - VICTORY 

At ‘the foot of Chirst The sky was pitch black like the smut | : 
A soldier, my sword in hand of man's sins. . 

To watch the mad die. That memorable hour on Good Friday, 
A worm lives in ground And hel was in turmoil when Christ, 

He goes away at sun rise by His death, 
Unwilling. to see Fulfilied.a hard bargain to pay. 

Who can say who's right 

When you abuse, God's holy power Up to the end, as he patiently suffered, 
To a ee right. Love des engraved on His bruised, 

“In a way of life, In the ~ weary face; . 
heart of a man lives ever And each precious drop of the blood He 

For the death may be next had shed 
Only one person dies, to give Was of infinite worth to the whole human 

this world its forever world race. 

without sin, Home. 
JMO / _ Dear Savious, we'll answer Your Cry from 

the cross. 
. UNTITLED We were thoughtless and weak and unglor- 

ious. 

It wouldn't be the truth Welllsurrened our wills to be one Love 

For me ‘to think or say with You oS : 

There are no special memories To arise from our death as victorious. 

To draw my heart away 

I touch the fingers of a hand 

That ho'ds the key to ‘ove . 

And once-again I try to reach Creator, let me never be 

a silvery stars oe . So old and tired I shalt not see 
Foe these are Oat yatomo rice The loveliness of singing streams, . 

id when the n*ght is gone The bannered beauty of a tree. 
I must face aneempty day . 

And somehow carry on. When springtime floods the waiting earth 
: With feiry green and witches' gold, 

/ / And every brown and neked bough . 
. Becomes a marvel to behoid -- RESERVOIR OF FRIENDSHIP omen & . 

vs When eutumn clothes the forest trees 

re coe pack ee ot thoughts, In multi-colored tapestries, 

6 Be ‘ Sti i batt ! 
feelings, thoughts, fears and anger is aoe my egal Eke ey belie ery) 

uniting a resevoir of friendship. Yet, not alone, 0 God, I ask 

To mend a falling wall takes dili a beauty’ e nter Pees” te back: 
Gn : s - so 2 

eet ‘sas and soetimes fore= Show me the joy of common thinas, 
22 The g! a ly task. 

Petain the confidence which a Friend- e glory of the deity tee 

ship Resevoir require means to save & Creates ; : i . ; creator, this my prayer shall be; 
way with B felt me wall or beaver- While I-shall live, grant that Lomay ee 

like resevoirt The inner loveliness uf lite 
. As well as beauty of a tree! Amen. 

7 : Author Unknown



THE WEEK AHEAD 

HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 5, 1972 

Feb. 28 
liénday 9:00 am - 4:15 pm CANTEEN OPEN 

1:30 pm SH 1-2 CATHOLIC DAUGHTERS 

3300 pm 2-W Book Cart 
2:30 - 4:00 pm HH Music Rm. RECORD LISTENING 

4:30 pm  GH-AT Area Canteen Social Chairmen 
Dinner Meeting 

6:30 pm HH Boys Woodworking 
7:00 pm SH Basement Outagamie Hed Cross 

Feb. 29 

Tuesday 9:00 am ~- 4:15 pm CANTEEN OPEN 
2330 - 4:00 pm HE ilusic Rm. RECOHD LISTENING 

3:45 pm 2-5 Book Cart 
6:30 pm SH 1,2,3,4,7,8, UWO Student Volunteers 

2E, 3K 
7:00 pm Ke CHOIR 

March 1 
wednesday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm CANTEEN OPEN 

1:15 pm 1-W Appleton Hed Cross 
1:30 pm GHS Lutheran Ward Service 

Hev. Winter 
2330 - 4:00 pm HH wlusic Hm. RECOKD LIS TZNING 

3:45 pm 2-E Book Cart 
7300 pm Chapel LUTHERAN LENTEN SERVICE 

Rev. Winter 

March 2 

Thursday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm CANTEEN OPEN 
2:30 - 4:00 pm HH Music Km. RECCHD LISTENING 

7300 pm Canteen SING=AND-8WING 
7230 pm SH 7-8 Oshkosh Vocational 

School of Homemakers 

March 3 
Friday 9:00 am - 8:00 pm CANTEEN OPEN 

2:30 - 43:00 pm EH Music Hm. huCOuD LISTENING 

March 4 
Saturday 12:00 - 8:00 pm CANTEEN OPEN 

16:00 am GHS Favorite Eymn Recital 
Mr, Korn 

March 5 
Sunday 8:45 am Chapel PROTESTANT SERVICE 

Rev. Winter 
12:00 am - 8:00 pm CANTEEN OPEN 
7:00 pm Chapel CATHOLIC MASS 

Fr. Barrett 

: *Activities in CAPITAL LETTEMS, are for all patients. 

PATIENT LIBRARY, SE Basement: Open 9:00 - 4:00 M thru F 
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